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RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 19 - 14th AUGUST 2020
GREETINGS TO ALL:
Yet another week on the “Coronacoaster…” Beijing clamps down in Hong Kong - arrests proDemocracy activists. Huawei has had its chips? Chinese Premier humiliated, Tiananmen Square
flooded, China’s Censorship plans for Hollywood unfold ... Belarus feels the iron boot of Communism.
Lebanon’s government abdicates ... Continuing chaos in the UK holiday travel business
….meanwhile the cross-channel invasion continues at record levels. Whatever next? At home, the
Rand “fragile” in the face of Olympian silence from the NCCC … Still no beer! And so we mark Day
141 of the seige, continuation of Level 3 and the ban on alcohol and tobacco sales and overnight
curfew … but the grey and black markets are booming at up to five times the normal prices. Some
restaurants and coffee shops are open – and some serve beer or wine. And, yes, more loadshedding
… Yet another week in Happy, happy Africa….

WETHERSPOONS BOSS FIGHTING HIS PUBS CORNER:
Tim Martin has challenged a top scientist to publish evidence following claims that a recent
coronavirus outbreak is linked to pubs. Prof. Pennington told BBC Radio 5 Live that pubs were risky
for virus spread as "hot and steamy" environments help Covid-19 "get about.” In a statement
published in The Morning Advertiser, Mr Martin said that while his pubs had experienced "individual
cases" among staff and customers, they had not experienced an outbreak. "There has been a
handful of individual cases of positive tests for the virus in our pubs, but nothing, it appears, which
could be described as an outbreak and there appears not to have been, up until now, a case of
transmission from person to person among staff or from staff to customers or vice versa”, he said.
"Given the importance of the pub industry to its staff, customers and as a taxpayer to the Exchequer,
it would be very useful if Pennington could publish the basis of his assumptions so they could be
thoroughly analysed and peer reviewed."

THE NEW WORLD DISORDER – THEN (THE ECONOMIST):
A few weeks after Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbour, Winston Churchill was a guest at the White
House. President Franklin Roosevelt was so eager to tell him he had come up with a name for what
would become a new world security organisation that, the story goes, he hurried into Churchill’s
bedroom, to find the prime minister naked save for a bathrobe. When Roosevelt apologised profusely
and made to withdraw, Churchill’s classic response was: “Come in, Mr President, The British Prime
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Minister has nothing to hide from the President of the United States.” What is striking about the
origins of the “United Nations”, Roosevelt’s choice, is not this unorthodox manner of communication
(a modern American president might have tweeted his idea) but that, in the midst of war, statesmen
were already planning for the peace. On the economic front, this led to the creation, in 1944 at
Bretton Woods in New Hampshire, of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). On
the security side, plans for the UN were fleshed out at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington DC, agreed to
in outline by Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin at Yalta in the Crimea and finalised at a conference in
San Francisco after Roosevelt’s death. “Oh what a great day this can be in history,” proclaimed
President Harry Truman at the concluding session on June 26th 1945, when the founding charter
was signed.

“FAT ALBERT” FLIES AGAIN:
A former RAF C-130J Hercules transport aircraft has departed for the United States for the start of its
new career with the US Navy Aerobatic Flight Demonstration Squadron, the Blue Angels. The C-130J
was purchased by the US Navy from the UK MoD following the reduction in the size of the RAF
Hercules fleet. Prior to delivery Marshall Aerospace and Defence group at Cambridge have
undertaken depth maintenance and painted the aircraft in the iconic Blue Angel’s livery. The Hercules
will now support the Blue Angels, providing crucial support by carrying tools, spare parts and
engineers, as well as participating in displays, from the team’s base at Pensacola, Florida. And the
Hercules is not the only link between the RAF and the Blue Angels. During last year’s North
American Tour the RAF Red Arrows met the Blue Angels many times, sharing the billing at New
York, Chicago, St Louis and Miramar. Four Reds pilots were fortunate to fly training sorties in the rear
seats of Blue Angels F/A-18 Hornets.

RAF PATROLS WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER...
After leaving RAF Brize Norton in Oxfordshire at around 7.10am on Monday, an A400M aircraft flew
over the Channel between Dover and Calais for several hours, according to the Flight Radar 24
website. Andy Netherwood, a defence commentator and former RAF pilot, said the A400M is
“perfectly capable of finding boats and rafts”, has a good radar, and has crews trained in maritime
surface search as seen in the Falklands. But, in a series of posts on Twitter, he added:
“Whether this is a sensible use of an A400M is another question though. Preventing illegal
immigration is a Home Office responsibility. The Home Office lacks capability, partly because it
cancelled its aerial surveillance contract with Cobham in 2016. At the time James Brokenshire told
Parliament ‘Border Force will ensure it retains appropriate air surveillance capabilities to meet
continuing operational needs’. This clearly isn’t the case.”

THE HAWKER TYPHOON:
A recent quiz featured the Hawker Typhoon (Tiffy in RAF slang)
a British single-seat fighter-bomber, produced by Hawker
Aircraft. It was orginally intended to be a medium–high
altitude interceptor, as a replacement for the Hawker
Hurricane but several design problems were encountered and it
never completely satisfied this requirement – but came into its
own in the ground attack role. The Typhoon was originally
designed to mount twelve .303 inch (7.7 mm) Browning
machine guns and be powered by the latest 2,000 hp engines.
Its service introduction in mid-1941 was plagued with problems
and for several months the aircraft faced a doubtful future.
But when the Luftwaffe brought the formidable Focke-Wulf Fw 190 into service in 1941, the Typhoon
was the only RAF fighter capable of catching it at low altitudes; and as a result it secured a new role
as a low-altitude interceptor. The Typhoon then became established in roles such as night-time
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intruder and long-range fighter. From late 1942 the Typhoon was equipped with bombs and from
late 1943 RP-3 rockets were added to its armoury. With those weapons and its four 20mm
Hispano cannon, the Typhoon became one of the Second World War's most successful groundattack aircraft.

BATTLE OF BRITAIN (PART 2):
Known as ‘the Big Wing’, the concept of the mass formation of several squadrons had strong
advocates at the time, including the legless pilot Douglas Bader. Dowding and Park were dismissive,
maintaining that such wings took too long to assemble. But when the tactic was tried, it often proved
highly successful, never more so than on 15 September, when Bader’s own No. 12 Group, based in
East Anglia, pulverised the German raiders. For RAF pilot Bobby Oxspring, it was ‘glorious’ to see ‘60
Hurricanes and Spitfires charging on the sorely harassed bomber force’ that decisive day. But the full
resources of Dowding’s command were too rarely galvanised to hit the enemy with maximum impact.
He acted like a detached observer, reserved and uncommunicative, and effectively left Park in
charge. As a result, Park was allowed to be far too proprietorial and uncooperative, so the firepower
outside his No. 11 group was overlooked. At times, the Battle of Britain seemed to be fought not by
Fighter Command, but mainly by No. 11 Group. The Spitfire pilot George Unwin of 19 squadron,
based at RAF Duxford in No. 12 Group, later said that Park’s attitude was ‘ridiculous’. ‘We were
always called too late and there’s no excuse for it. He had 60 of us waiting - waiting ten minutes’
flying away - and an awful lot of lives could have been saved, I think, and a lot more damage done.’
Given that the nation’s very survival was at stake, every Spitfire and Hurricane should have had a
central part. Instead, too many planes were kept far away from the action. At the beginning of battle,
no fewer than 21 squadrons were in Scotland, the North and the Midlands, while at the beginning of
September, there were 65 Spitfires in the south-west. The argument that Fighter Command had to be
prepared for sudden Luftwaffe attacks elsewhere in Britain will not wash. Firstly, radar meant that
surprise incursions were impossible. Secondly, it was pointless to keep a reserve for the future when
the Fighter Command was under heavy assault in the present. Wing Commander Dizzy Allen, who
fought in the war, felt that the ‘poor deployment of squadrons’ and ‘incompetent handling of the
fighter force’ indicated ‘the paucity of intellect’ in the RAF’s high command. Even some of Dowding’s
stoutest defenders, such as his biographer Peter Brown (a former Spitfire pilot), admitted that there
was a lack of authority within Fighter Command to ‘co-ordinate overall battle tactics and to utilise all
squadrons to best advantage’. In one respect, Dowding’s determination to husband his resources
carefully was understandable, for the saga of fighter production in the 1930s had been traumatic.
Indeed, within the RAF there had been an innate prejudice against fighter planes, because strategic
bombing was regarded as the main purpose of the force. The attachment to offensive bombardment
meant that fighters were widely viewed as an irrelevance, reflected in the words of Sir Hugh
Trenchard, the founding father of the RAF, that ‘the aeroplane is no defence against the aeroplane.’
This ideological blindness was eventually overcome, partly through the efforts of Tory politicians Lord
Swinton, the air minister, and, surprisingly, Neville Chamberlain, who as chancellor was a powerful
advocate of fighters, not least on the grounds that they were cheaper than bombers. Even when the
Supermarine Spitfire emerged in the mid-1930s, alongside the Hawker Hurricane, to fulfil the RAF’s
urgent need for modern, fast fighters, there were tremendous production problems with the new type.
A small company based in Southampton, Supermarine did not have the capacity to meet a major
contract, while the advanced design, with its elliptical wing, proved stubbornly complex to build. Soon
the promised deliveries fell badly behind schedule, prompting Swinton to complain of ‘a disgraceful
state of affairs’. But he was the one who paid the price. Forced to resign in May 1938 after a
parliamentary row over the fighter delays, he was replaced by Sir Kingsley Wood, who tried to
overcome the problems by ordering the construction of a huge new Spitfire factory at Castle
Bromwich in Birmingham. Costing £7 million and run by the Morris cars magnate Lord Nuffield, it was
due to turn out 1,000 Spitfires by June 1940. Yet by this date, not a single one had emerged from the
Castle Bromwich production. The building was a shambles, the management incompetent, the
workforce recalcitrant. It was only when the dynamic press baron Lord Beaverbrook took over at the
Ministry of Aircraft Production that the factory began to operate properly under new executive
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leadership from the Vickers aircraft company. ‘The effect of Beaverbrook’s appointment can
only be described as magical,’ recalled Dowding. A subsequent unpublished government report into
the fiasco of Castle Bromwich found that the management had been given ‘a blank cheque’, the plant
was ‘extravagantly laid out’, expensive machinery was left ‘idle’, recording systems were nonexistent,
labour was ‘in a very bad state’ and discipline was ‘lacking’. It was a damning indictment, though
fortunately Supermarine at Southampton had been turned around before the war. Even so, due to
this mess, Spitfires were not available in the numbers they should have been in the summer of 1940,
and Fighter Command had to rely on the robust but slower Hurricane for two-thirds of its
complement. When Winston Churchill famously declared in his Finest Hour speech on the eve of the
Battle that ‘Hitler knows he has to break us in this island or lose the war’, he turned out to be right.
But it was a far closer-run thing than it need have been.
(Part 2 of a Series by Leo McKinstry in The Spectator, Sent in by David Haggie.)

***************

OBITUARIES:
CSM JOHN (JOCK) HUTTON
A Second World War veteran, who has died aged 95, Jock lied about his age so that he could serve
in WWII. He joined the Black Watch, then transferred to airborne forces in 1943. Jock served in many
theatres of the war including parachuting into Normandy on D Day, the Battle of the Bulge, Operation
Varsity and across Germany to the Baltic. After the war in Europe, the 13th Para Battalion and 5th
Brigade moved into the Far East, then to Palestine where Jock re-joined the 5th Airborne Division in
1945. Jock joined the Rhodesian SAS in 1957 and became Sergeant Major of C (Rhodesia)
Squadron, SAS in 1961. During the Rhodesian Bush War, although well over age, he served with the
Special Forces (Pfumo reVhanu) where he did sterling work with former terrorists. In 2019 at the age
of 94, Jock parachuted (dual harness) into Normandy for the last time as part of the 75th Anniversary
of D Day Celebrations. Jock passed away peacefully in Maidstone Kent on Wednesday 12th August
2020
COLONEL MIECZYSŁAW STACHIEWICZ
One of the last Polish pilots to see action during the Second World War,
taking part in dozens of raids over Germany and Italy, has died aged 102
after catching coronavirus. Colonel Mieczysław Stachiewicz passed away
in Great Britain, the country which had been his home since the end of the
war. Stachiewicz served in 301 Polish Bomber Squadron from November
1942, and saw extensive action in the skies over enemy territory. In total
he flew in 33 raids on Germany and Italy. Reacting to the death of the
former pilot Arkady Rzegocki, the Polish ambassador to London, tweeted:
“I am deeply saddened by the news Col. Mieczysław Stachiewicz’s
passing. He was a great patriot! He was a pilot of No 301 Sq, a
distinguished activist among Poles in the UK and Honorary President of
the Piłsudski Institute in London. My thoughts and prayers are with his
family.”
Born in Warsaw in 1917, Stachiewicz had been studying architecture at Warsaw Polytechnic when
war broke out in 1939. He took part in the Battle for Poland as a soldier before escaping capture by
fleeing to Romania. After passing through France he ended up in Britain in June 1940. Joining the
Polish Air Force he completed pilot training in April 1942 and was assigned to 301 ‘Land of
Pomerania’ Squadron, then flying Vickers Wellington bombers. After the war he remained in the UK,
returning to studying architecture. Upon graduation he worked as an architect for many decades,
while also taking an active role in the Polish cultural and social scene. Over his lifetime Stachiewicz
received numerous awards, and in 2017 he received the Order of the White Eagle, Poland’s highest
award for merit, from President Andrzej Duda.
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THE POWER BEHIND THE SPITFIRE – CHARLES ROYCE:
The article on the Rolls Royce Merlin prompted John Page to send in this contribution: “Much has
been written about Rolls Royce and their involvement in both the Schneider Trophy and aviation itself
but the real name behind the engine was probably a man called Ernest Hives, and it was Royce and
Hives who were the real driving force, following the untimely death of Charles Rolls. Henry Royce first
met the Hon. C. S. Rolls, a young but experienced sporting motorist, who had formed his own car
sales and servicing company in London, in 1904, but it was not until 1906 that they formed the
company Rolls-Royce Limited. It is reported that Charles Rolls became bored with the car business
and started flying in his own plane that was basically a Wright Brothers biplane. In 1910 he achieved
a record double crossing of the English Channel without landing but was tragically killed a few
months later when his plane broke up at an air-show in Bournemouth. (The famous double “R” being
changed from red to black following the event.) To the generation involved in aviation before and
during the Second World War the name Merlin is synonymous with Rolls Royce and represents a
peak in aero-engine development. The man whose name is all but forgotten was Ernest Hives (H’s)
who led and guided Rolls Royce through the design and development of the Merlin and through the
1939-1945 war. Not only did he preside over the outstanding development effort on the Merlin and
Griffon engines, but also over the massive production effort in both Britain and the United States. He
also led Rolls Royce in to the jet age. In recognition of his great contribution to the British war effort
he was created the first Baron Hives in 1950. The inspiration behind the entire Merlin programme,
following the death of Sir Henry Royce was H’s, later Lord Hives. He wrought his success with his
team of often turbulent barons and an army of workers.

(Information taken from “Birth of a Legend The Spitfire” by Jeffrey Quill with Foreword by Air-Vice Marshal “Johnnie”
Johnson. Sent in by John Page)

THE GENERAL’S HOUSE:
What was once the pride of the British garrison
at Potchefstroom, is now a pile of rubble. The
city recently lost one of its Grade 2 Provincial
Heritage Sites, when the General’s House was
destroyed in a veld fire. The General’s House
was the only brick and mortar building in a sea
of galvanized iron structures built as part of the
garrison of Potchefstroom after the Anglo-Boer
War.

The building has been standing empty for two
decades, in spite of numerous attempts by various individuals and organisations to have it restored
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and used. Early in June a concerned resident of Potchefstroom tried to contact the relevant
authorities to warn them of the dangers of the vegetation right next to the building catching fire. He
took photographs showing dried grass and trees growing up against the walls of the house. When Mr
Gawie van der Walt visited the site in early June 2020, he was shocked at the derelict state of the
building and terrain. He took pictures of the overgrown and dried vegetation right next to the house
and sent it to the local ward councillor. Attempts to clear the vegetation by the municipality ended up
in bureaucratic quagmire and nothing was done. The Potchefstroom Herald reported that a veld fire,
which started next to the Louis le Grange Drive, near the house on 17 July moved into the grounds
and the house burned down before the local fire brigade was able to save it.

THE “RUFE NAYLOR”:
Rupert Theodore (Rufus) Naylor (1882-1939) ,sporting entrepreneur and gambler, was born on 14
August 1882 at Chippendale, Surrey, third son of Henry John Naylor, native-born labourer, and his
South Australian wife Susannah ,née Philips. After basic education at west Wyalong, from 12 he
worked as a miner and at 17 was a licensed bookmaker. He promoted sporting contests in
Queensland and on the Western Australian goldfields in 1906. In 1908 Naylor brought a stable of
athletes to South Africa and the next year staged match races in Johannesburg between Jack
Donaldson, Arthur Postle and the American Charles Holway. He quickly established business
interests including a sports stadium and a chain of picture theatres. He spent 1913-17based in
London as overseas manager of African Theatres Trust Ltd. Returning to Johannesburg he founded
a weekly newspaper, “L.S.D., Life, Sport and Drama” and extended his gambling interests with
casinos and a lottery in Lourenço Marques, Portuguese East Africa (Mozambique), running a special
Friday night train ‘the Rufe Naylor Express’ for his Johannesburg patrons. He also kept a string of
racehorses and opened several proprietary racecourses after a bitter fight with the Jockey Club of
South Africa. In 1919 he was elected to the Johannesburg Municipal Council and that year was
acquitted of charges of bribery. (Some things never change!)

CHEERS! FOR TODAY:
This is the nineteenth weekly Newssheet - “Members News, Reminiscences and Ramblings” - items
of Air Force interest, or greetings to the Club or any other happenings of interest (preferably nothing
on the antics of Ministers (various) or NCCC!) that will help us all to keep in contact through the
lockdown. Thanks again to all those who have contributed! We will use contributions progressively.
Take care – keep safe in these troubled times, and remember that all this, too, shall pass...
So, let’s hear from you...Please send your suggestions or contributions to bookings@rafoc.org

TAILPIECE:
Someone asked for a definition of “Surround Sound System.” The award-winning answer was “Wife
in the front seat of the car and her mother and sister in the back seat”
God promised men that good and obedient wives would be found in all corners of the world ... then
he made the world round and laughed and laughed...
Women spend more time wondering what men are thinking than men actually spend thinking...
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT
It was entertainment night at the Senior Citizens Centre and it was packed: Claude the hypnotist
explained...."I'm here to put you into a trance, I intend to hypnotize each and every member of the
audience."
The excitement was almost electric as Claude withdrew a beautiful antique pocket watch from his
coat. I want you each to keep your eye on this antique watch. It's a very special watch. It's Gold and
keeps perfect time. It's been in my family for six generations." He began to swing the watch gently
back and forth while quietly chanting, "Watch the watch, watch the watch, watch the watch..."
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The crowd became mesmerized as the watch swayed back and forth, light gleaming off its
polished surface. Hundreds of pairs eyes followed the swaying watch, until, suddenly, the chain
broke. It slipped from the hypnotist's fingers and fell to the floor breaking into a hundred pieces.
"S**T" cried Claude the Hypnotist ..... It took three days to clean up the Senior Citizens Centre.
Claude was never invited back to entertain...

